1. **Q:** Do column formulas apply to new rows added to a sheet, through a form or manually?
   
   A: Yes! Column formulas will apply to every new and existing row in a column, regardless of how they are added.

2. **Q:** How do I edit a column formula?
   
   A: If an edit to the formula is needed after the column formula has been applied, the licensed sheet owner or admin can right click on any cell in the column and select ‘Edit Column Formula’ from the cell menu, and make the necessary changes. After the edited formula has been applied, the column automatically updates. Please see our help article for supported formula syntaxes.

3. **Q:** How do you add a formula to a column?
   
   A: A licensed sheet owner or admin starts by entering a formula in a cell. Right-click the cell, and select “Convert to Column Formula” from the options. After selecting this, the formula will be applied to every cell in the column, and the column will become read-only (similar to a system column) to prevent any accidental deletion or editing of the formula by other sheet collaborators. Please see our help article for supported formula syntaxes.

4. **Q:** Can you remove a column formula?
   
   A: If the column needs to be reverted back to individual cell formulas, the licensed sheet owner or sheet admin can right click on any cell in the column and select “Convert to Cell Formula” from the cell menu. The formula and formula results will remain, and when the updates or edits are complete, the option for converting back to a Column Formula will be available.

5. **Q:** Can you override the column formula in parent rows?
   
   A: You can structure your formula to include hierarchies - please see our help article to learn more. We hope to add in automatic parent row formula functionality in the future.
6. **Q:** What happens if you already have a formula in a column when you add a column formula?
   **A:** If you want to convert the existing formula to a column formula, you can simply right click on the cell with the formula, and select “Convert To Column Formula”. If you apply a column formula using a different formula in another cell, then all other formulas in the column will be replaced. Please see our help article for supported formula syntaxes.

7. **Q:** When will column formulas be available?
   **A:** Column formulas are available today to licensed users on Trial, Individual, Business, Enterprise, and Enterprise Premier plans.

8. **Q:** When will grouping and summary be available for report?
   **A:** The new report features will be available on reports later this month.

9. **Q:** How do I submit a Product Enhancement Request?
   **A:** Please fill out the form on our Help and Learning page - requests come directly to the Product Team for review!

10. **Q:** When will the new dashboard user interface be available?
    **A:** The updates you saw to dashboards will be available early next year.

11. **Q:** Can you use grouping and summary on dashboard, in metric or report widgets?
    **A:** This will not be available on these widgets when we release grouping and summary for reports later this month, but is on our roadmap to support.

12. **Q:** Will existing reports update with the new report builder and grouping & summary?
    **A:** Yes, existing reports will automatically update when these features are generally available.

13. **Q:** Will both row and sheet summary reports have this new report builder and grouping & summary?
    **A:** Yes, both report types will have the new report builder and grouping & summary.

14. **Q:** How many rows are visible per page on a report?
    **A:** Reports support tens of thousands of rows, and will now show 2,500 rows per page.

15. **Q:** What functions are available to summarize reports?
    **A:** Sum, min, max, count and average, as well as first and last for date columns.
16. **Q:** How many groups can I add to a report?  
A: You can add a maximum of three groups to a report.

17. **Q:** Are all formulas supported in column formulas?  
A: All formula functions are supported in column formulas. When structuring your column formula, use @row, column references, and cross-sheet references instead of absolute references, specific cell references, or partial-column ranges. We have also added a new function: **MEDIAN**, and now support formulas, and column formulas in designated allocation columns.

18. **Q:** Does the custom color picker coming to dashboard support HEX and RGB codes?  
A: Yes, the custom color picker will support HEX & RGB codes, as well as a custom color wheel where you can select colors from a gradient.

19. **Q:** Will widget editing for all widgets be in the right panel?  
A: Yes, when we make the new dashboard user interface generally available all widget editing will be done in the right panel.

20. **Q:** Will you support custom fonts for dashboards as well?  
A: Not in our upcoming release in January 2021, but this is on our roadmap to address.